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ABSTRACT

This paper is designed to use models of disability in examining the manner in which the 1977 State Reports to the Human Rights Committee conceive aspects of disability and the manner in which those conceptions informed the framing of disability related obligations at the time. The paper shall initially justify why models have been perceived as analytical lenses. The medical, social and individual models are the models whose theoretical underpinnings are used to examine the state reports. The paper uses the divergent approaches from models of disability in order to demonstrate how the differences in the presentation of disability as either a consequential attribute of a medical impairment or an outcome of a social construction leads distinctive framing of obligations that States entities expect to be rendered to persons with disabilities. For instance the framing of obligations as mere provision of medical needs rather than accessibility to health rights are a result of the theory underpinning of a model of disability that States are applying or replying upon in reporting about their conceived obligations to persons with disabilities as understood in 1977. The paper is also using State reports of 1977 as a reflection upon historical sources that predate the Convention on Rights of Persons with Disabilities (CRPD) with a view of understanding the evolutionary history of the present trends in disability rights.
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INTRODUCTION

In modern disability studies there different models of disability. For purposes of this paper, I choose to concentrate on the medical and social models that are inward looking and outward looking respectively. Those contrastable approaches of the two models are deployed in this paper to explore how reports that States submitted to the Human Rights Committee in 1977 conceived and represented concepts of disability. The manner in which these State report conceived and represented disability is important because of its impacts of the ways in which those respective State are understanding the obligations that could arise in relation issues of disability. Therefore understanding the theory on model of disability and thereafter using its element to investigate state attitudes and views on disability in that time becomes inevitable.

AIMS AND OBJECTIVES

- This paper is designed to establish the model of disability that selected States used in representing disability and framing their understanding of likely international obligations that might arise in the event of addressing matters of persons with disabilities.
- This paper should also demonstrate model of disability as a learning tool and investigative means through which intentions of actors towards persons with disabilities can be ascertained.
- The paper is set out to present sound results in terms of texts submitted by the
- The paper shall also establish if there is a possibility of using the medical and social models in a complementary manner.
- Through paper the likelihood of divergence in agendas of States parties approaches
contained in their State reports in terms of disability related issues shall be examined.

**METHODOLOGY**

It should be important to make a strong argument in support of this fairly novel methodological conceptual approach. That is to say, the view that models can even be used as an analytical tool for analysing trends of actors or subjects comprising the body of public international law. Flower has specifically used Mazzoni’s arena models in successfully investigating a policy analysis of the Omnibus Education Reform Act passed by Ohio’s General Assembly in the USA.¹ Henstrand’s work is relatively similar to that of Flower in terms of using models for designing an operational theoretical and analytical framework. Henstrand does so by relying on several models advanced by different individuals as a theoretical framework for understanding and investigating school culture.² In other words by acting as theoretical frameworks, different disciplines have found numerous models to constitute useful analytical tools for conceptualising and investigating research questions. It is clearly apparent that either models have relied on as analytical or conceptual frameworks that are capable of examining research questions. However, there are hardly studies that have actually used models of disability in their approaches as a means of investigating how and when State Reports and regional human rights systems are framing disability related obligations of post-conflict States. Particularly there is neither research nor guidelines from State Reports on the model or approach to disability that post-conflict States should consider in developing jus post-bellum duties of protecting of persons with disabilities after situations of armed conflicts.³

Previous studies undertaken by scholars such as Goodley from 2011 to 2016 are limiting their analysis models of disability for purposes of advancing a better post conflict/jus post-bellum understanding of disabling environments among protagonists of international disability studies.⁴ Whereas most of Degener’s work from 1991-2017 is mostly inclined to viewing and using models/approaches to disability through a Western European and North American (WENA) centred orientation of disabling characteristics. A disability perspective that seems largely to overlook the impacts and implications armed conflict disabling environments that are peculiar to States of the Global South. Despite the positive contributions from Degener’s work, it is fairly to assert that her scholarly perspective might be unknowingly justifying why State Reports should apply models/approach to disability that are more compatible WENA orientated problems of understanding the characteristics of disability and characterisation of disabling environments.⁵ Although some of Degener’s work may have similarities with observation of this study. Particularly, terms of how this paper is investigating the ways in which State Reports are using models of disability. Nonetheless, the originality of this paper parties stems from the difference in its conceptual and objective approach from those of Degener. Bearing in mind it is set out to identify the most suitable model of disability that State Reports must be applying in strengthening the role of disability related obligations in promoting the protection of persons with disabilities through ideas of Third World Approaches to International Law (TWAIL).⁶ Degener’s conceptualisation of disabling environments and consequently the recommend model may be limited relating with armed conflicts and their disabling environments and thus practically inappropriate for addressing salient concerns of persons with disabilities situated in post-conflict States of the Global South.⁷

This work shall also use models of disability approaches to disability by giving special attention to cases where State Reports are applying them for dealing with disability issues arising in their respective contexts. In addition to analysing, that aspect, the observations made from analysing State Reports are vital in establishing how and why selected State are understanding disabling environments in particular ways. Although unlikely to be a universally applied model of disability for approaching the problems of disability of persons with disabilities and obligations related to disability in the different States. Therefore, models and approaches to
disability are considered given their ability to ensure one or more of the following:

- Illustrating if the conceptualisation of disabling aspects presents States as custodians of protective obligations to persons with disabilities.
- Use State reports to understand the applying of a model or approach to disability that would enable international disability law to relate with factors characterising disabling environments in global South States that are supported by scholars of Third World Approaches to International Law (TWAIL).  
- Identify model and approach to disability as the best means of rethinking of ways in which State Reports should take into consideration ways of including the varied problems for shaping trends of international obligations.

Maxwell's view who also asserts that the using models for advancing conceptualisations is more difficult than analysing concrete data. Maxwell also propounds that the above demerits of investigating research through theoretical frameworks are far from outweighing the merits of approaching research using this method. Again considering its ability in investigating and making sense of how a certain aspect of the World works.

In their analysis, Anfara and Mertz are discussing Silver's discussion and definition of theory in a research context. The latter asserted that theory is a unique of perceiving reality, an expression of 'someone's' profound insight into some aspect of nature, representing a fresh or different perception of an aspect of the World.

The above explanation accounts for the significance of this models of disability to the subsequent parts of this paper. Therefore, depending on the reason for applying a model, it signifies an idea that might be used for illustrative purposes, while in other contexts a model might also be as useful as other ideological and theoretical means used in investigating a hypothetical presumption. At the same time, the theory might elucidate that a concurrent application of these different models of disability might imply importing some inconsistencies in informing the understanding of what leads to disabement and hence a divergence in approaches applied to problems of persons with disabilities in different State Reports. The subsequent sections explain some of the predominantly existing models of disability.

**RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

State reports to the HCR/Committee and models of disability.

This section is examining the models of disability that are applied in State reports when discussing measures they are undertaking in order to protect persons with disabilities by both peaceful and post-conflict States. In this analysis, the selecting of States whose reports are considered was based on the willingness of those States to acknowledge the problems associated with disability in their reports and States that articulated their understanding of disabling environments. The above shall also demonstrate if the model of disability tends to change in relation to reports from post-conflict States and armed conflicted States. Although in general terms the subsequent section, is broadly interested in how those State reports are perceiving matters of disability and responded to them as evidenced in their respective State reports as submitted to the Committee. States whose reports are considered disability as early as 1977 include; Syrian Arab Republic, Ecuador, Madagascar, Sweden and its report of 7 April 1977, Ukrainian SSR State report of 1978, and the Byelorussian Soviet Socialist Republic Report to Committee.

According to a State report of March 1977, the Syrian Arab Republic informed the Committee of some of the measures that it had taken in advancing its protection of persons with disabilities. It included insuring against disability as part of those seemingly risky and
undesirable misfortunes. To this end, Article 46 of the Syrian Arab Republic Constitution cited a duty of ensuring that every citizen and family is insured against accident, sickness, disability, and old age. In the above context, the mention of disability seemed to be portrayed as posing an insurable risk. It should be asserted that such a risk of insurance represents being disabled in the context of insuring against the occurrence of a damage, injury, liability, loss, or any other reasonably foreseeable and undesirable coincidence that is caused by extraneous factors. Hence, the effects of the aftermath are alleviated by way of insurance. In the above context, there is some degree of displeasure associated with the identification of disability, to the extent that the disability is perceived as the representation of an insurable risk and thus a preventable rather than protected human identity. The context in which the State is reporting about disability seems to support attitudes of referring to disability as a ‘risky’ health identity.

The attitude of perceiving disability as an example of an insurable risk appears highly constable although more compatible with peacetimes rather than disablement in post-conflict contexts. Considering that in the context of the later ideas of protecting persons with disabilities based on concepts of insuring are seem be farfetched and impossible in addressing disability related aspect in post-conflict settings bearing in mind the likely devastation of armed conflict and the need to rebuild such insurance systems. By way of contrast, in 1977 the report of the Syrian Arab Republic could raise an interesting another question whether such ideas in this report could still have basis looking at current magnitude of cases for war related disabilities that could be identified in the present-day Syria. It is highly unlikely that persons with disabilities in the present State of Syria could have resources of insuring against disability. Although by 1977 when Syria make this report was, it was characterised by ordinary disablenes that affects any State in peacetime, where insuring against disability might have sounded logical. Presently it would be unlikely that such insurance policies could be justified considering the occurrence of disabilities that are the conventional norm of States experience. Additionally according to the State report of Ukrainian SSR in September 1978, evidence of the medical model appears by referring to preventative measures against disabilities. That perspective is worth contrasting with the outward-looking approach of the social model that would imply highlighting measures undertaken by the State to enhance integration of persons with disabilities.

The individual and medical models underline ideas of treatment, while the state report of Ukraine might have conceptualised it as a means of preserving normality through preventing disabilities. According to the state report of Ukraine:

> “As stated at the twelfth Congress of Trade Unions of the Ukrainian SSR held. In March 1977 expenditure on State social insurance in the Republic nearly doubled from 1971 to 1975 [...].The number of passes for accommodation [...] in establishments for the treatment of persons with disabilities doubled. With the assistance of the trade unions, more than 200,000 dwellings are allocated every year.”

It is worth noting that having a disability is perceived as a medical condition addressed through treating them as infirmities that lead to disablement if they are tolerated. Additionally, attitudes that the state shows towards persons with disabilities are likely to reveal the absence of greater popularity attached to underpinnings of the social model at that point in time. Arguably, the dominance in perspectives of disability based on medical and individual models must have positioned the bodies of persons with disabilities as some problematic medical phenomenon. The approaches of the medical and individual models underpin the conceptualisation of disability and inform what constitutes disabling environments for states experiencing peace. However, it is worth noting that Ukraine is reporting about disability based on its characteristics in peaceful times. Hence, there is uncertainty as to the model useful for post-conflict states as majority of state reports concerning the obligations tend to relate to
their peacetimes. It appears that the state of environment peacetime is more conducive for approaching and conceptualising the duties owed to persons with disabilities through the social model’s ideas. Those ideas are also more likely to be associative with the characterisation of disablement as construed through peaceful experiences of WENA States. However, the aforementioned report is unclear of the contribution made by the individual and medical models in terms of post-conflict rehabilitation that is typical of post-conflict States.

On 15 June 1978, the Byelorussian Soviet Socialist Republic presents to the Human Rights Committee how it relied on trade unions handle issues of disability. Through mandating those trade unions to dispense temporary disability allowances to workers with disabilities, considering the socialist background of this state, it is unsurprising that as early as 1978 trade unions played a leading role in shaping the socioeconomic life of persons with disabilities, according to state reports from Byelorussian SSR.

In the above regard, the Byelorussian Soviet Socialist Republic informs the Committee of its duty to grant allowances in the event of having a short-term disability. Firstly, it is probable that trade unions, given their nature as organisations of workers, are more likely to place emphasis on the inward-looking perspectives of the medical and individual model because of occupation-related disabilities.

CONCLUSION

It has been noted that model of disability are an effective tool of using theoretical aspect from disability examine and expose the intention of actors. For example using the difference in models of disability that State are applying in their State report to expose divergence and contradiction that might be embedded in disability related measures being undertaken by States. Most of the 1977 State reports submitted to the Human Rights Committee depict evidence of State representing disability as a medical condition rather than a social construction. This also implies that in 1977, States predominately relied on an inward-looking rather than the outward looking approach in advancing rights based narratives associated with concepts of disability rights. This is evidenced by the emphasis on material and welfare needs in terms of social security. Bearing in mind that portraying persons with disabilities individual special needs could overshadow their representation as individuals with special rights.

This perspective also appears to inform and impact the manner in which the Human Rights Committee and State Parties to the International Convention on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR) frames disability related obligation at the time. Another comparative study shall use recent State Reports to the Human Right Committee like those from 2010-2018 make a comparative reflection with the view of establishing whether States and Human Rights Committee have learnt any lessons from the models implied under the Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities (CRPD).
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